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Abstract

Historical figures and their roles are particularly
interesting cognitive access points in historical
research. Structuring news articles would allow
more sophisticated access for users to explore a
digital library’s content. In the past, we intro-
duced an aspect-driven approach that structures
news articles on historical persons at the show-
case of the National Library of the Netherlands.
However, real-world limitations such as the lack
of training data, licensing restrictions, and non-
English text are typical challenges for a digital
library when implementing such a system. We
tackled the lack of training data by building upon
freely available Wikipedia data. This work sum-
marizes our previous research and focuses on its
relevance for the Wikimedia community (data
used, benefits, problems, and open challenges).
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Introduction
This work is an extended abstract of our previous re-
search (Kroll et al., 2023). Users of digital libraries
featuring historical news articles conduct a variety of in-
formation interactions such as task planning or searching
for and working with information objects. In histori-
cal research, historical figures and especially their roles
are particularly interesting cognitive access points. Re-
lated digital library projects have been proposed in the
past, e.g., ANNO (Müller, 2004), or Cuper’s work (Cu-
per, 2021). However, those systems usually rely either on
manual curation (Cuper, 2021) or at least domain-specific
training examples for every implemented step.

In close cooperation with an actual digital library,
namely the National Library of the Netherlands, Konin-
klijke Bibliotheek (KB) (https://www.kb.nl), we by-
passed a manual curation and the collection of domain-
specific training data by utilizing data from Wikipedia
(texts, sections, info boxes, and categories). Our ap-
proach automatically structured historical news articles
on persons and provided an aspect-driven interface to
explore the library’s content. The central idea is that a

person has different roles (e.g., writer, politician, military
person), and each role has different aspects related to it
(e.g., early life, political career, actions). Our approach
identified and classified relevant news articles into sub-
corpora, corresponding to a person’s role and aspect to
support research on historical persons. To implement a
prototype, we used a subset of the KB’s data since the
KB collected news articles from the 17th century to the
recent past. We selected articles on nine famous persons
with various roles in the Second World War because the
KB identified the topic as one users were interested in.
Figure 1 shows a screenshot of our prototype. We also
recorded a video1 to introduce our prototype.

Wikimedia Data
Infoboxes and Categories. We used the Wikipedia info
boxes to derive possible roles for people. The information
was linked to Wikipedia categories, which are organized
in a taxonomy, e.g., a British politician is a specialization
of a politician. In our context, we understood a person’s
occupation as their role. We crawled the Dutch occu-
pation categories and derived a list of occupations (in
sum 30k distinct ones). Then, we iterated through the
Dutch Wikipedia XML dumps (March 2023), parsed the
info boxes, and checked whether a property of the info
box was linked to one of those occupations. If so, we ex-
tracted the corresponding page’s summary (introduction),
sections, and all occupations. In sum, we derived 259k
person pages, from which we observed many short ones,
e.g., including a brief summary or a single section. We
applied filters (had a summary length < 150 characters or
< 3 sections) to retrieve representative or well-rounded
person pages. Note that we disregarded sections with
less than 100 characters and sections that only contained
references/literature by using a hand-crafted list. This fil-
tering reduced the number of person pages to 61k. With
that, we obtained thousands of Wikipedia pages per role.

Articles. Wikipedia sections should, at best, describe
one unit of information belonging to a particular aspect of
a person. However, Wikipedia is crafted collaboratively
through human editing. Section titles are thus usually not
canonicalized. For instance, life, background, and cur-
riculum vitae/resume describe the same, or at least a very

1https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0GzIydjts2E
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Figure 1: User interface of our system (taken from our research (Kroll et al., 2023)).

similar, aspect of a person. We designed a canonical-
ization step based on a pre-trained sentence transformer
model (BERT-base-dutch-cased) to cluster semantically
similar sections. In this way, we merged noisy, human-
crafted section titles into canonicalized aspects.

In brief, we mined frequent role aspects by counting
how often the aspect was used across all persons of a
role (e.g., writers). Given a particular person’s role, we
trained a classifier to predict whether some text belongs
to one of the role’s aspects. That means we headed for
a multi-class classification scenario, e.g., a classifier for
role 𝑟1 with aspects 𝑎1, 𝑎2, 𝑎3 must predict one of the
aspects, or the negative class (not belonging to the role)
for each news article of a historical person. Here, we re-
trieved Wikipedia section texts for each aspect and used
them to fine-tune the Dutch model RobBERT-2022 (Delo-
belle et al., 2022) for text classification. We trained a clas-
sifier for each role (occupation category of Wikipedia)
that had (1) at least three frequent aspects and (2) belongs
to the first two category levels in Wikipedia (to select
more general roles like writer instead of British writer).

Finally, we processed the Dutch news articles, derived
a person’s role from their Wikipedia info box, selected
the pre-trained language models for their role(s), and
performed the article to aspect classification. Code is
available at GitHub2 and Software Heritage3.

Lessons Learned

In conclusion, Wikipedia allowed us to build a reliable
prototype for an actual digital library by utilizing its info
boxes, categories, and article data. However, we faced
some issues when working with Wikimedia data: (1) Fil-
tering, (2) Retrieving, and (3) Wikidata. (1) Wikipedia
pages differ in their quality and level of detail. Crawling

2https://github.com/HermannKroll/
AspectDrivenNewsStructuring

3https://archive.softwareheritage.org/swh:1:
dir:13457c154ed7ad1f571e353c1edf2f87db61b0ae

data and applying custom filter criteria requires extra ef-
fort. It would have simplified our approach if Wikipedia
offered additional dumps (e.g., articles of a certain qual-
ity/verification level). (2) Of course, downloading the
whole Wikipedia dump and filtering for personal articles
is possible but exhausting. We would have loved to crawl
a specific subset of Wikipedia, but we were not aware of
how to identify the set of Wikipedia articles about per-
sons. (3) In a perfect world, we would have used Wikidata
to derive a person’s page, roles, and aspects. However,
links to the Dutch Wikipedia were incomplete and our
trials revealed that the Wikipedia info boxes contained
more information, and working with them (and their cor-
responding category links) was easier for us. Under-
standing which information in Wikidata could reflect a
person’s role and then querying them was challenging.
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Figure 2: Systematic overview: We used Wikipedia info boxes to derive possible roles (e.g., writer, politician). Then,
we processed Wikipedia article data to derive frequent aspects (e.g., early career, political career, background) for
each role. We applied clustering to canonicalize Wikipedia section titles. Finally, the obtained and categorized texts
were used to train a language model for text classification. This model then helped us to classify the KB’s news articles.
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